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Prayer to be optional
at commencements
By Amy Gaubatz
and Susan Curtis
Staff Writers

Scbools and colleges will be
allowed to decide for themselves wbether to include
prayer in their commencement c~remonies,
President Joim C. GuyOll said
\\,ednesciay.
However, DOD-denominationaI and ecumenical prayers
will be moCld at the beginning
and end of the grand exercises,
whicb involve graduate
schools, GuyOll said.
Janet Belcove-SbaIin, wbo
advocated that colleges and
schools use universal prayers
in
commencement
ceremonies, was disappointed
with GuyOll'S decisiOll. "It
sounds like the administratiOll
bas decided to maintain the
status quo," sbe said.
A universal prayer would
address God, but would not
refer to any particular
religion.
Belcove-Sbalin, director 01.
the B'nai B'rith Hillel Foundation, wrote letters to key
administrators and faculty
members before the start of

'I think it's a grand
idea. I concur with it
fully. I think the
colleges, as they
decide on which way
they go, will be
sensitive to constituents that they

serve.'
-Benjamin Shepherd

University's commencement
committee, wbich recommended that a period 01. silent
meditatiOll be observed at
commencement ceremODies in
place 01. a prayer, William
Eaton, chairman of the

go, will be sensitive to coostituents that tbey serve.
EatOD was more guarded in .
bis assessment 01. GuyOll'S
decisiOll. "I assume there will
be some further coocerns
expressed," be said. "It would
be impossiLle to please
everyone."
Sbepberd said the decisiOll
would go into effect during the
spring ceremODies.
1be College 01. Liberal Arts
CouDciI voted in December to
discontinue prayer at its
graduation
ceremonies.
However, the eouncil did include an amendment to its
graduatiClll policy stating that
the cauncil will not preclude
religious groups from holding
their own baccalaureate with
prayer.
A baccalaureate is a
religious address 01' a sermon
made to a graduating class.

committee, said.
The committee sent its
recommeodatiOD to Benjamin
Shepherd, acting vice
president fOl' Academic Affairs. ShepbenI said the siJeot
prayer would "allow anyone to
have any prayer fir Iadt f1I
the faJj semester urgiDg them prayer, .ileDfly. to
."
•
to institute universal prayers
But hi! _ _ _ GuyClll'S
at each ed}e&e's graduau.. deOsiaD, saJiDL "I thmk it's a
cerelDODy.
grand idea. I COIICUI' with it
Belcove-Sbalin's request fully. I think the coDeges, as
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Staff Writer

Hays then forced his
the death 01. a Carboodale way into the room of
restaurant owner OIl Dec. 31 David G. Porter,
accidental, resulting from
cardiac arrbrthJnia, a possible telling Porter he had a
cocaine overdoF.e and injuries gun and instructing
from a bit aoo run collisiOll be
fled minutes before be died.
him to call police.
A corooer's inquest fOUlld

The inquest into the death 01.
Lawrence D. Hays, 'ZI, 01.
Carbondale, was conducted

Wednesday by County Corooer
James R. Wilson at the
Williamson County Courthouse.
Detef:tive Alan Ozment. of
the Marion Police Department. testified that there was
"00 sign of foul play OIl (Hays)
part or by anyODe else."
Hays, the owner of the 1bai
Restaurant. was found in a
bathtub at tt.e Red Lion Inn in
Marion with bis bead slumped
forward and blood OIl hil;

This Moming
Local plan crash
under investigation
~Page5

Salukis to look
for fast breaks
-Sports20

forehead, according to a
MariOll police report. Hays
bad no vital signs wbeu police
arrived at the scene.
Hays bad received cuts and
bruises on the the forehead aDd
scalp in a car collisiOll. 1be
crash took place at the int.ersecti0ll 01. North Russell and
West DeYoung streets in
MariOll. Hays was driving east
OIl North Russell wbeu be ran a
red ligbt and bit a car driven
by Sue E. Robey, 23, 01. BentOD.
Hays drove west OIl North

Hays then forced his way
into the room 01. David G.
Porter, telling Porter be bad a
gun and instructing bim to call
the police. Porter fled the

=~ Oagged down police

Five minutes passed between the car accident and the
time police found Hays' body
in the motel, said MariOll
police.

in:~~~= at~~ry car:r::

arrhythmia, 01' an irregularity
01. heartbeat. may bave been
caused by a cocaine overdose.
MariOll police said a pound
01. marijuana was fOUlld in the
trunk 01. Hays' car parked at
the motel

Robey, injured in the
coJlision, was released from
Marion Memorial Hospital
Jan.!.

planning ahead
B, Dana DeBeaumont
Staff WriIBr

1be Halloween Core Committee chose subcommittee
chairmen Wednesday witb
hopes of baving the 19118
Halloween .festivities planned
by the end 01. spring semester.
Chairmen and tbeir subcommittees include Ed
Buerger, associate director of
university relatiOllS, safety;
Jeff Doherty, assistant city
manager, city administration;
Gary Gibula, WCIL-FM, entertainment; Doug Diggle,
owner of Old Town Liquors,
special activities, and Jim
Prowell, president of tbe
Carbondale Chamber of
Commerce, finance.
When Buerger volunteered
to head tbe safety subcommittee, Sam McVay, core

committee chairman, said,
"you've just accepted the
universe" aDd chuckled.
The ,safety subcommittee
will oversee the safety campaign, first aid and an effort to
eliminate some of tbe
problems posed by higb school
students taking part in
Halloween festivities. The
committee plans to send
speakers to local high schools
to tell students about problems
such as underage CIrinking,
Prowell said.
Carbondale and University
police arrested 173 people for
underage possession and
consumptiOll of alcohol at the
1987 Halloween celebration.
The committee is trying _to
determine wbich area high
8M CORE, Page 5

Colorado air crash death toll rises
DURANGO, Colo. (UPI) The death toll rose to nine
Wednesday in a commuter
airliner crash OIl a ridge
during a snowstorm in
southwest Colorado, and ODe
survivor wbo biked out
througb waist-deep s _ said
be tbought the pilot was Dying
too low.
Pilot Steve Silver, 36, c0pilot Ralpb Harvey, 42, and
sev\.'!t passengers were killed
when 'he Continental Express
Metro III turboprop plane

crashed about five miles east
of the La Plata County Airport
Tuesday nigbl. E~t ~
passengers SUrvIVed, meluding seven wbo waded 1 ~
miles through the snow to get
belp.
One passenger, Lee Vollmer,
25, 01. LongmOllt. Colo., wbo
survived the initial crash, died
of injuries Wednesday at
Mercy Medical Center.
Robert Jobnson of tbe
National Transportation
Safety Board said seven in-

vestigators were at the scene
Wednesday. He said one
possible cause to be studied
was weather conditiOllS at the
time, with l·miIe visibility in
light snow and fog. There was
no wind, besaid.
The plane had been cleared
for landing at about 7:30 p.m.
when it was about 15 miles east
of the airport, according to
FAA spokesman Dick Meyer,
wbo said there was no further
contact between tbe controllers and pilot.

One of the survivors, Phil
Brevik, 36, of Durango, said
the farst be knew something
was wrong was when the pilot
abrupUy tried to pull the DOSe
01. the plane up.
"The pilot pulled the plane
up, then it came down, spun
three or four times to the
right," said Brevik, who was
treated for minor injuries and
released from the hospital.
"Both wings were dislodged
See CRASH, Page 5
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BEIRUT, Lebanon (UPI) - Shiite Moslem militiamen and
their army allies ended a I5-month blockade Wednesday of two
Palestinian refugee camps in south Beirut, police and
Palestinian sources said. The Amal militiamen and the army 6th
Brigade pulled out from the fringes of Burj AI Barajneb camp
only two bours after lifting a similar blockade around the adjacent shantytown of Shatila,

a
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MANAMA, Bahrain (UPI) - France has expanded the role of
its naval forces in the troubled Persian Gulf, warning Wednesday that French warsbips will fire on any Iranian gunboat
ignoring an order to break off its attack on a merchant vessel.
France is the only Western power maintaining forces in the
region to come close to granting protection to all merchant
vessels in the waterway.

Vietnam to let war babies leave, officials say
BANGKOK, Thailand (UPI) - Vietnam has agreed in principle to allow an airlift of an estimated 30,000 Amerasian
children and their relatives to the United States within the next
year or two, two U.S. congressmen said Wednesday. The
agreement would affect 8,000 to 12,000 children, fathered by
Americans during the Vietnam War and their relatives, bringing
the total number of prospective immigrants to about 30,000.

Reagan says U.S., Soviet space race ongoing
WASHINGTON (UPI) - President Reagan told Congress
Wednesday the Soviet Union still bas "expansionist aspirations"
and warned it is also challenging U.S. leadersbip in civilian
space J)l"OgraIDS. Reagan was giving the annual report on
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JERUSALEM (UPI) - Israeli soldiers killed a three-man
Arab guerrilla death squad that slipped across Israel's beavily
defended frontier with Lebanon Wednesday bent on an attack
apparently aimed at refueling bloody Palestinian rioting in the
occupied areas, officials said. One soldier was wounded
seriously in the brief clash with the guerrillas, identified as
members of the Palestine Liberation Organization,
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unrest continues in Gaza
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sets goals of expa~the human presence and activity beyond
Earth orbit into the solar system.

Minister denies he turned government snitch

ALL
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NEW YORK (UPI) - A black minister who bas been
prominent in a series of protests against racial violence was
videotaped setting up a cocaine deal and secretly turned into a
government informant 011 mobsters and black activists, a
published report said Wednesday. The Rev. AI Sharpton, who
bas emergecfas a leader of protests stemming from the racially
motivated killing of a black man in Howard Beach more than a
year ago, denied the allegations contained in a front page story
in New York Newsday, which ci1«l unnamed government

sources.

Posse searches for killer In South Carolina
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CHARLESTON, S.C. (UPI) - Police using hunting dogs and
aircraft searched Wednesday for a convicted triple murderer
described as an accomplished woodsman, armed and vowing not
to be taken alive. A l25-man posse cordoned off a wooded
residential area in suburban Chadeston in their search for Fred
Kornabrens, 39, who overpowered two police officers, took their
handguns and escaped Tuesday.
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NegleG!ed nine-year-old
faces double amputation
CHICAGO (UPI) - Nine-year-old Darlwin carlisle, suffering
from frostbite and gangrene after being left abandoned for days
in an unheated bouse in Gary, Ind., will have both legs amputated at mid-caH, doctors said Wednesday. In Gary, police
Detective William Burns said the girl's mother, Darlwin Britt,
24, of Gary, surrendered and was held on a preliminary charge of
child neglect and confinement
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College of business
receives $3,500
By Antoinette Haye.

workshop is divided moo
three sessions, including an
The College of Business introductory workshop in
and Administration has Lawson Hall at 6 p.m., Feb.
received a $3,500 grant for 29, and two follow-up
an international student sessions scheduled in April.
workshop.
Uma Sekaran, co-5por1Sor
of the workshop and
Leong said students will
chairwoman of the be given a test and banddepartment
of outs during the first session
management, said the to help them evaluate their
workshop is aimed at career goals. The other
making
international sessions will be devoted to
students aware of cultural an explanation of the test
differences between the results and a career
operation of businesses and assessment.
organizations in the United
States and their home
He said the workshop will
countries.
be different from other
Sekaran said the business
workshops
workshop also will because it will examine
"enhance students from cross-cultural differences
developing countries during and interactions with intheir stay in the U.S. by ternational businesses,
identifying their career topics not offered in general
needs and opportunities." business courses.
This is necessary because
business customs in other
The workshop is open to
countries differ markedly international
students in the
from those in the United College
of Business and
States, she added.
Administration
from India,
The grant was awarded in
Singapore,
Decemer by the United Malaysia,
Korea,
Taiwan,
Pakistan,
States Agency for In- South Africa and Honduras.
ternational Development
aod
the
National
Both Sekaran and Leong
Association for Foreign
are from developing
Student Affairs.
countries,
India and
"This is the first time for
this type of workshop at Malaysia, respectivly.
Sekaran
has
published
SIU-C and probably
anywhere in the country," extensively in his field and
Leong
has
done
research
Sekaran said.
and counseling in business
Workshop
co-sponsor as well as career counseling
Fred Leong. psychology throughout the United
instructor, said the States.
Staff Writer

Strip to get new pool hall,
March opening scheduled
By Dana OeBeaumont
Staff Writer

A new bar, Stilt Bar and
Billiards, will open sometime
in March on the Strip and
bouse 12 pool tables and a
smaU dance floor, owner John
Budslick said.
The Liquor Commission,
whicb consists of members of
the Carbondale City Council,
issued Budslick a Class A
liquor license for Stix Bar and
Billiards at 517 S. Illinois Ave.,
the former location of Das
Fass.
Budslick, who also owns the
American Tap at 518 S. Illinois
Ave., said he is hurrying to

The Liquor Advisory
Board has researched
the (liquor license)
increase, but didn't
find it justified.
complete the new bar,
although very little con-,
struction bas been done.
In addition to awarding
Budslick a liquor license, the
Liquor Commission voted not
to raise the current maximum
liquor license fee from $1,500 to
$2,500.

The Liquor Advisory Board
has researched the increase,

but didn't find it justified. The
board said the cost of
liquor licensing and regulation
were already being covered.
However, board member
Keith Tuxthom, who disagreed
with the commission's
decision, thought the increase
was needed to be fair and to
"make sure (the city's)
revenue stays high enough
without over running."
The commission also ap~roved transfers of liquor
licenses:
-from Mainstreet East, 213215 E. Main St., to II Hearts
Inc;
-and from Somchai
Thipkhosithkum to Kim Lien
Nguyen for On the Island Pub,
717 12 S. University Ave.

University cattle herd upgraded
Breeders donate beef embryo
By Steven Starke
Staff Writer

The College of Agriculture

will get the opportunity to
upgrade its beef cattle herd
thanks to donations of frozen
embryos from several of the
top cattle breeders in the

nation.
"Three of the top breeders in
the country have confirmed
that they will donate frozen
embryos to help support our
operations," H.D. Woody,
associate professor of animal
science, food and nutrition,
said. "We hope to get confirmations from additional

When grown, the herd will be
breeders within the next few
used for further breeding,
weeks."
teaching
purposes, merThis is the first time beef
cattle researchers at the chandising and for beef
Woody said.
evaluations,
University bave worked with
"We are not only upgrading
frozen embryos. However the
procedure is established our herd, we are upgrading our
nationally and bas been done teaching and research
commercially for the past capabilities for the following
three to five years, Louis E. semesters as well," he said.
The sponsors of the program
Strack. staff veterinarian who
will perform the im- were chosen because they
were among the top angus
plantations, said.
The procedure is expensive, cattle farms in the country,
but it will allow the embryos Woody said. They include
from one strong cow to Englebrecht Angus Farms of
produce several offspring ant.! Henry, m., Northcote Farms
the embryos can be stored of Forest, Va., and R.J. Ranch
of Briggs, Texas.
indefinitely, Strack said.
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Opinion & Commentary

Cultural ignorance
hinders America
NO MAN IS an island, nor is any nation.
John Donne's idea that all people are interdependent has
slipped the minds of most Americans, who refuse to learn
about other cultures and languages.
The nation known as the "melting pot" of ethnic cultures
has grown so arrogant and insensitive that it has become
the land of missed opportunities.
Even as the world shrinks through improvP.d communication and transportation, the chasm between
America and the rest of the world grows.
Americans' cultural ignorance makes them unable to
understand the causes of world events, contributes to the
nation's trade deficit and hinders scientific research.
MANY AMERICANS CANNOT form intelligent opinions

of world events because they lack basic geographical or
cultural knowledge. An understanding of such things as
the importance of religion in the Middle East, which differs greatly from its role in America, is necessary to understand the region's stormy political climate.
Without such knowledge one cannot adequat-::1y decide,
for example, which Presidential candidate's foreign policy
ideas are the most reasonable.

High school principal Clark rules
with iron fist, hard head, no heart

You know the country is
going downhill when Joe Clark
"a national folk
bero." That's what Education
Secretary William Bennett
called him the other day.
Clark, in case you're behind
in your contemporary folklore,
is the Paterson, N.J., high
school principal whom the
scbool board there wants to
can and whom the Reagan
administration wants to
AMERICA'S SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH also suffers canonize. Like so many heroes
of the Reagan years he is a
because of a dire lack of bilingual scientists to translate blustering bully, fond of inn~ research from foreign countries. In some cases, it
timidation, and a little wacko.
takes up to two years for research to be translated into
A black man, he strides the
English.
halls of his ghetto school arThe misguided notion that the United States is so im.- med with a baseball bat and a
portant and powerful tbat it is not necessary to learn aboat.., bWlbom., "I, want. them to
other nations and languages is both a result and a cause of know that I'm around," he
the nation's xenophobia.
~~iU:~oo~at:::
The solution, while obvious, is not simple. Foreign school to keep out the friendly
languages must be taught atensively in grade school and neighborhood drug dealers.
high school. A minimum of six years of a foreign language And be ~ out kids; be
must be required. Geography, world history and culture throws OUt a lot of kids, bunalso must be taught in depth.
dreds of them. "Hooligans,
parasites, miscreants, leeches
AS FOREIGN LANGUAGE programs are improved at and mutants," he calls them.
That's what bas got him in
the high school level, colleges once again must require a
trouble with the school board,
foreign language for admisssion.
mainl . The· board thinks it
In addition, students should be encouraged to study sh~ have final say on who's
abroad and foreign language majors should be required to a miscreant ~d who isn't, to
study abroad, as in the British UDlversity system.
say nothing of mutants. Clark
In the meantime, students should take the initiative and doesn't think the board should
voluntarily enroll in foreign language and related courses. have a say on anything.
CoJIege is meant to be a process of edification and
"I refuse to let a bunch of
enlightenment, not one of aquiring a limited, narrow- obdurate, rebellious, unappreciative board members run
minded view of the world.
Residents of the melting pot must stop rejecting their me out of this town that I've
various cultural heritages and open their eyes to the rest of worked in so assiduously for 'Z1
years. ... Anyone who entheworl~.
"-~!'!""'l"",",-",~_ _, -..,_...-._~~.-.-..""l""'-__.............-...,...~, courages welfare, handouts,
AMERICAN EXPORTERS THAT send executives
abroad who do not speak the language and who have little
or no knowledge of the C()untry's culture have helped
create America's huge trade deficit.
In contrast, Japanese, German and Scandanavian
corporations send exect.;tives to the United States who
speak flawless English and who have studied American
culture. ·In short, foreign cOl"{)Orations come to the U.S.
market much better prepared than American firms entering foreign markets.

becomes

QUQta1>le . QI~~t~~·

=~ ~l~~;rsof
~
Pat Buchanan is

"You wouldn't rebuild your bouse whlle the San Francisco
earthquake was still going on, would you?" - H. Ross perot,
advising invest.on to stay eut 01 the stock market.

his speech writer, doesn't be?
yet even his critics admit that
be bas made things better.
When Clark took over the
Paterson school in 1982, the
teachers taught their classes
behind locked doors and
literally were afraid to go out

lof.-..;....;.;y;"O'......""'.""
.. ',~
.. '~
...,'.;;;i
..!;)""}"'~.,,;'":.!.'"",,,"',""·.-',..·N:..io";;";'......--.;
. .;.;
... '.'
.. ' ......,......
', ..........
' ';;;:0".-'-'""",;,;,;,;;,-,;"-;,,;;,;,,;;;,;,,,,;',",1

"Well, if Gary Hart can do it, why can't I? ...Notice you didn't
get a fiat no." -Walter Crookite, asked by Robert MacNeU if bis
criticism 01 U.s. fGriep policy meaat be weuld throw his bat in
the presideDtiaI ring.

Doonesbury

Sounds like

replace him with something
better. Clark doesn't think
that's possible.
"When I leave this school,"
be says, "if it didn't plummet
to the depths of despair, if it
didn't become violence-ridden,
if drugs and stabbings, all the
things that I inherited, did not
reappear, [ would be
chagrine<i."
.
It is the challenge of the
Paterson school board to see to
it that he is chagrined. H it
. Tribune Media Services
can't guarantee that, then it's
better off k
.
him and
letting him d:ht~. This is
into the balls. To that situation his rap against the way the
be has brought order and with system works in urban areas
it higher test scores and a like his:
_"O(..;eehool,;~M,,___ ...aJ#lck aDd. ~ kids
mean accomplishments.
are not learning anything of
Having saId that, however, any consequence. They're
you have to say tbis: You don't inferior acaaemically - not
have to be Emperor Jooes to because of iDnate inferiority,
run a high school, even a tough. but because of a system tblIt
ODe. The bead of the Paterson
made them inferior by giving
Education Association says of them things they should work
Clark's school: "H Eastside for. such as a diploma.
were a Third-World country,
.,A diploma that black and
Amnesty International would
be in' there investigating Hispanic kids get is basically
worthless,
because they. have
human rights violations."
no skills. No skills. They
A couple of years ago Clark become unproductive in
sent a memo to a group of society. What the system is
dissident teachers, inviting saying is, 'All right, go to
them "to purge yourselves of school and just stay there and
the demoos that make you so we'U give you a diploma. H you
dangerous to the very in- can't read and write, we'Ugive
rent
stitutions and ideologies to you welfare and
which you should be dedicating subsidies and food stamps.
your professional lives or to
. "That's what's wrong with.
purge the Paterson school liberals. They've undermined
system by leaving it." He bas the foundations of this country
been known to call some by giving, giving, giving. You
teachers "gutless, spineless, have to make people work."
racist bas .ards." That is bad
You can disagree with some
administration; that is bad of that, and I do, but we
education.
liberals can't merely refute it
by getting rid of the Joe Clarks
But you can't just fire him of the world. We have to offer a
and think you've done more humane alternative that
something good, for he bas . works.
succeeded where other,
presumably more humane,
But for God's sake, don't
administrators have failed. H make the man a folk hero. It's
you replace him, you have to bad enough we have Rambo.

Donald
Kaul

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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New-Soviet space shuttle
set for blast off, says official
MOSCOW (UPI) - A Soviet
space shuttle will be ready for
blastoff in. the "nearest
future," a top official said
Wednesday, raising the
possibility of a test flight that
could upstage N~'s first
poct-Challenger 1DISS1OD.
Alexander
Dunayev,
director of GJavtosmos, the
Soviet agency set up in late
1985 to oversee the country's
commercial space program,
said the Soviets must conduct
some final experiments, but
expect to Jaunch a shuttle in
the near future, barring major
failures.
Dunayev did not say whether
the plans call f(ll" a manned or
unmanned
spacecraft,
although a space expert in the
West said such a flight
probaoly would be unmanned.
Dunayev appeared ata news
conference with cosmonaut
Yuri Romanenko, who spoke to
reporters about his record-

shattering 326-day stay aboard

its program, which has been
the Mir space station for the grounded since the Cballenger
first time since the epic voyage disaster Jan. 28, 1986, in which
ended Dec. 29.
seven astronauts died.
The successful test Jaunching last May of the Soviet
The next U.S. shuttle flight is
Union's first super booster, expected to blast-off in late
called Energia, was a key step summ~ with a crew of five,
toward a shuttle launch but Soviet space expert James
because the multi-role rocket's Oberg said in a telephone
110-ton lift capability is interview from Houston the
required to get the orbiter into initial flights of the Russian
space.
shuttle probably will not be
"ConcemiDg a space shuttle, manned.
we are close to the finishing
"One of the next tests of the
line on such a ship," Dunayev Energia will probably carry a
said. "As soon as we are ready boiler-plate shuttle just to test
for a Jaunch of the shuttle launch aerodynamics," Oberg
system, we will inform as we said. "That could occur this.
B t boil
late .
did for the Energia booster. I
er p
IS a
hope we will witness this event year. u a
in the nearest future."
long way from a piloted verIn the view of some Western sion.
"Tluly're clearly serious
diplomats who follow the
Soviet space program closely, about such a spacecraft, but I
the Soviets are eager to launch would be surprised to see a
their shuttle this year before manned orbital flight in this
the United States can resume decade," Oberg said.

CRASH, from Page 1~------from the plane, which made a
hole that we could get out of.
Seven of us got out and walked
to the road."
,
The first surviV(II" out was
Peter Schauer, 39, of B0onville, Mo., wbo ~ed 1 Ik
miles through snowdrifts up to
5-feet deep, making a path for
the others to follow. One of the
surviVOl"S carried a 23-monlhold child, Nicole Tnajillo.
Schauer got to the farmhouse of Thelma Tate, '19,
whose home is on U.S. 160, and
called authorities. Tate said
Schauer, who was hospitalized
wiLh bruises, told her' be
pilot error caused the

::fl

"The pilot tipped the Wings
and caught a tree and that
flipped him around," Tate
quoted Schauer as saying. "He
said simply the pilot was just
flying too low. He said as far as
be could tell there was nothing
wrong with the plane."
Schauer, who was in good
condition, was DOt accepting
telephone calls from bis
hospital room.

The plane, Continental
Sheriff's Sgt. Bill Barrow
said Durango Police Sgt. John Express Flight 2286, was on a
delayed
flight irom Denve..
Ball was the fnt rescuer on
the scene. Ball walked mto the Cootinental Express leased the
plane
from
TransColorado
area by following Schauer's
curving trail through the snow. Airlines, an airline spokesman
said.
The wreckage was near the
The young child who surtop ~ a pinon-pine and scrub vived the crash, Nicole Tnajillo
oat covered ridge. The right of Cortez, Colo., was treated
wing bad been torn off the for minur injuries and released
fuselage and the left wing was to the care of her aunl Her
bent back. The nose of the mother, Lisa Tnajillo, 34, was
plane was demolished.
in good condition.
"We

tried

to

Staff WrftenI

Officials from the,Federal
Aviation Administratian and
the National Transportation
Safety Board continued their
investigation Wednesday into
the Monday night plane crash
at Southern Illinois Airport
that killed three SIU-C
students.
Tapes containing information about the crasb

Keith Rausch of the La PJata
County Search and Rescue
Team, who used cross-country
skis to reach the wreckage,
said two passengers died while
rescuers pulled them from the
wreckage. It toot more than
two hours to get the surviVOl"S
out, be said.
Most of the surviVOl"S bad
been seated in the rear of the
plane, be said.

were to be reviewed Weanesday moming, according to
Edward J. McAvoy, an investigator from the NTSB's
Chicago office.
Bernadette Bauer, manager
of the FAA office in
Springfield, said Wednesday
DO

The plant was in violation of
pure water standards in
September, October and
November of 1987. Suspended
solids
and
bacteria
measurements for October
were nine times higher than
the standard.

CUSTOM FRAMING
• OVER 350 FRAME STYLES TO
CHOOSE FROM
• CONSERVATION FRAMING
• FABRIC.MATS
• SPECiALTY MATS

• READY· MADE FRAMESCIRCLES.
OVALS. HEARTS. HOUSES.
RECTANGLES. ETC.
• READY·CUT MATS
• METAL AND WOODEN
FRAME KITS
• PROFESSIONAL. EXPERIENCED STAFF

ART GALLERY

ORIGINAL ETCHINGS. WATERCOLORS. PENCIL DRAWINGS
BY AREA ARTISTS: WILLIAM LIVESAY
HERBERT FINK
ROSCOE MISSELHORN
BONNIE MORENO

PRINTS &
POSTER

SPECIAL
ORDERS
NAGELs
PENA
ANSEL ADAMS

new information

on the crash was available.
Such investigations usually
tate at least six months to a
year to conclude, she said.
Bauer said a preliminary
report may be issued as early
as Friday.

Frank. nom, manager of tnt:
plant, said the system to be
mstalled will be "a definite
improvement" over the
present system. The plant is at
peak volume when most
students are in town, but
volume falls considerably
during break.

The improvements have
been approved by the City

Council and the IEPA. The city
will issue general obliFation
bonds to raise money for the

FINE ART CRAFTS

BLACKSMITHING·BERT ELLIOT·FRANCIS
HANO·CRAFTED JEWELRY·SARAH PERKINS
WOODEN BOWLS·PAUL DAVIOSON
J.T. POTTERY

Corner of Main & Oakland 529-4m
9-5 Mon.-Sat. Carbondale'

&CaptainDs
A great little seafood pIace.®

CORE,

400 E. Walnut St. 549-1971

trOmPage~
schools had the most
underage drinkers at the
celebration,
Prowell
said. .
. A safety campaign
proposal f(ll" the 19118
Halloween prognun will
be presented by the
Public Relation Student
Society of America at the
core committee's Feb. 24
meeting. The PRSSA
planned and implemented last year's

FEED4

safety campaign.

In the meantime, the
committee is searching
f(ll" one representative
each from the west and
east sides of the city to sit
on the core committee as
voting members.

Correction-Matthew P. Brady, who was
killed Monday in a plane crash
at Southern Illinois Airport,
was a member ~ Phi Sigma
Kappa fraternity. Dan Nadler
is an adviser {(II" Phi Sigma
Kappa. The Jan. 3) issue of the
DE incorrecU identified the
fraternity affnfations.

City to upgrade treatment plant
Carbondale will speoo more
than $2 million on its southeast
wastewater treatment plant to
comply· with IllinoIS Environmental· Protection
Agency standards.

Come in and Browse to your "Arts" Content

Try Our Drlve-Thru

i:~b::~.and~

aftenioon

OiS!fff&ll~E;

get

snowmobiles in, but the snow
was too soft," Barrow said.

FAA officials continue
investigation of crash
B, Edward Raile
and John Mohler

CllTcr$

improvements. The bonds will
be repaid with money
generated by a water and
sewer service rate increase.
The 8.9 percent increase is
expected to go into effect May
1.

The improvements are
supposed to be implemented

~iib';::y s!;idbu~Ma&~!e~

allowing the city to miss the
deadline as long as it is
working to alleviate the
problem.
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Helms intensifies efforts to cripple INF treaty
WASHINGTON (UPI) Sen. Jesse Helms, R-N.C .•,
escalated a conservative
campaign to defeat or cripple
the nuclear missile treaty with
the Soviet Union by warning
Wednesday the pact must be
amended to fIX serious threats
to U.S. security.
As part (If whpt conservatives on and off Capitol
Hill call a strategy to develop
"killer amendments" to the
~ty that will be politically
risky for senators to oppose,
Helms said he findE it
"astonishin~" no nuclear
"Warheads will be destroyed
under the agreement
"It is the nuclear warheads
that kill you, not th1! missiles,"

said Helms, the ranking
Republican on the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee.
'~UDless this problem is
corrected," he said, "the
Soviets can merely reboIt their
enormous inventory of
warheads onto the thousands
of other missiles in their inven~, many of which can hit
the Umted States."
The committee is scheduled
to begin beariDgs MOIIda on
the Intermediate Nuclear
fo'orces Treaty. which was
signed Dec. 8 by President
Reagan and Soviet leader
Mikhail Gorbachev.
The treaty would eliminate
superpower land-based

said they are flgbting it with
various strategies ranging
from traditionaf lobbying of
senators, to mass mailings, to
hard-hitting advertisements
and distribution of taped
; I e s to politically active
.cans.

missiles with ranges of 300 to
3,400 miles, most of which are
deployed in Europe, but allows
the warheads for those
missiles to be returned to
national stockpiles.
,Amendments by the Senate
would mean the Degotiatioos
with the Soviet Union would
have to be reopened, an action
that could weIf sink the treaty.
Amendments require a
majority vote for passage,
while the treaty itself needs a
two-tbirds vote - or 67 votes if
all 100 senators are presentfor a~

Helms, in astatement, said a

Welcome Back
To Another'
,
Year At

f'IEI>'$

As Helms was attacking the

treaty, conservative groups

What better way to start the _ _.... than at FRED'.......... you
- . daMe and jump around and _ t lik. a pig and no on. cares! III..
~SlLV.MOUNTA ... wlthDMltle AI.... _ ....... (W....".••
not ....ingwell and Debbie needs .... calh for braces. Also. a special
......~·• . . -. .I) . . . , . . . . . . NI ............ " c.rIWe .... "'~CewItop ,... .. cn-.'.abocIya-n270
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Prosecution's evidenc;e barred
in trial of ex-presidential aide
WASHINGTON (UPl) - A
federal judge in the trial of Lyn
Nofziger barred the government Wednesday from
presenting evidence beyond
1982, the year the expresidential aide is accused of
cashing in on his White House
connections.
ProsecutorS had wanted to
introduce evidence from 1983
and 1984 to show how lobbying
contacts Nofziger made Witli
former
White
House
colleagues in 1982 affected the
outcome of matters under
discussion.
Nofziger, the first person to
be prosecuted for violating the
1978 Ethics in Government
Act, is accused of illegally

the law by contacting officials
who had a "direct and .S1Jb.
stantial interest" in the matter
back in 1982.
..
"I have a problem letting
this evidence in," Flannery
told prosecutor Lovida
Coleman, a member of independent counsel James
McKay's team. "I'm not going
to change my mind"
Fonner . Navy Secretary
Jolin Lehman, called by the
government as a witness, dealt
the prosecution another blow
when he extolled the virtues of
Nofziger during crossexamination.
"I always had an open door
to Nofziger because I found
him to be a very hOlIest, blunt
individual whose word was
vel')' reliable," he said when
for two defense contractors questioned by Nofziger's
and a maritime uniOll.
lawyer. E. Lawrence Barcella..
U.S. District Judge ThOmas
Lehman also minimized the
Flannery told the prosecutiOfJ role Nofziger and one of his
it must prove Nofziger violated lobbying clients - the Marine

~m:r J=: ~u::

.or ....",.tl..... call H9-8221

Engineers
Beneficial
Association - played in an
issue under consideration
involving staffmg some Navy
ships with civilian crews.
"Civilian
.
was not
contentious:'~ was
for it,.. he said "It did not in
'81 and '82 appear on my
radarscope as a major, COIltentiousissue." .
Lehman was the last witness
to testify Wednesday. The trial
was to resume Thursday
morning.

WAZo~a
PLACE

521 S. Illinois Ave.
STOP In and see oClr newly remodeled
complete sandwich shop I

.

Earlier in·the. day, the
government . made some
IDroads during its questioniDg
of Craig Fuller, one of

!,!:i~Rea~ts pir'!::~

=e!'r~s~ House
held a couple of 1982 meetings
on staffing Navy ahips wna··
civilian' crews, aD·.rea of
concern to the maritime union
Nofziger represented.,

-

.~.
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.
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Reagan asks
Congress for
Contra aid

He's fighting
for everyone who

can.. fight back..

WASHINGTON (UPI)
President Reagan warned
Congress Wednesda1. "it's
time we got serious' about
thwarting a Soviet advance OIl
the southern border of the
United States and give more
aid to the Nicaraguan rebels.
In a 2O-minute speech to a
group of supporters. Reagan
laid out a "history of deceit"
by the Sandinista regime as a
reasOII for continuing U.S.

CHUCK NORRIS

~. ",!!...mI!h!I~I!:"I~"I ..I.

STARTS fRIDAY
AT MIDNIGHT.

E-..m

!! iit!,ei!iiem

support of the Contra rebels,

even as the Nicaraguan
government has made moves
toward loosening its
totalitarian hold
Congress votes in two weeks
under rules that would make
later reconsideration virtually
impossible. Reagan said the
majority of his aid request will
be for "non-lethal" supplies,
but he did not give a figure.
Estimates have ranged from
between $120 million and $270
million.
Earlier, Reagan's usually
mild-mannered spokesman,
Marlin Fitzwater, charged
that Sen. Christopher Dodd, DConn., and other Democrats
are opposing aid because
"they want surrender. They
think surrender is the best way
to advance peace. "
Dodd replied: "These smear
tactics are only further
evidence of how desperate the
people in the White House are
to keep their failed policy
alive." He said it was "typical
Reagan administration
politics - when?ou can't win
on the "ments, attack
somebody •..

reduction in AMerican nuclear
missiles would require the
United States to spend
"billions we do not have" for a
major expansion of conventional forces in Western
Europe,andmeanthepriJDary
U.s. nuclear deterrent would
be U.S.-based intercontinental
missiles.
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eimprOve your health
.ManageSlr_
elose weight
-Improve nuvitlon

.Start or improve an
exercise roubnl!

Good Momilll
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The Wellness~Center
wants you to feel gOOd an4 pedorm weD. We can help you to:

7-.]1

HI

Return 01 the Uvilll
De..d 21RI
5:.5 ,,15 9,15
AU SMOW1IEFON 6 PM

.learn yoga and meditation
'Learn sell-care skills for
medical problems
.learn about birth control

-Make decisions h!gIIrding
pregnanqI
-Getj~onsexuaJ

issuI!$

-Work on personal alcohol or
drug problems
.Deal with a family or friend's
alcohol or drug problem
-Get in/ormation on any
heaJth concern

Gentle exerdses designed for those
who .... overweight or find aerobics
programs too .......uous. ·lnc:Iudes
mim lectures on fiIness lind Might
control.

Meecs

Tues. and Thurs., 5-6PM
lind

Saturdays, llAM-Noon
beginning

TUESDAY, JANUARY 26
For more information. caD 536-4441.
Pan of your SIUC Student Health Program

Reo:. Center Multipurpose Koom
Co·Sponsored by Inti Reo:. Sports

Entertainment
Guide
Alexander Cole's, 519 S.
Dlinois Ave. - Mix Masters
IDc., J. Man, D.J. Show, 9 p.m.
to 1:30 a.m. Thursday and Jeff
Gibbs, D.J. ~how, 9 p.m. to
1:30 a.m. Fnday and Saturday.
B.G.'s Old Tyme Deli, 1620
W. Main St. - Professiooal
Comedy Night, Kodak and
Ricky Beecham, 8:30 p.m.
Wednesday and Thursday. $3
cover. 8 p.m. and 10:30 p.m.
Friday and Saturday. $4 cover.
Fred's Dance Barn, R.R. 6,

Cambria Road - Silver
Mountain, 8:30 p.m. to 12:30
a.m. Saturday.

Arts in Celebration
wants artists, donors
Proposals are being accepted from artists, craftspeople and performers interested in participating in
Arts in Celebration, a festival
to be held in carbondale's
Lenus Turley Park in October.
Coordinators of the event,
whicll is designed to focus
regional cattention on the
variety of arts available in the
region, are hoping to attract a
broad spectrum. of artists to
participate in the festival.
"We're very concerned that
we don't miss some budding
artist who is out there that
we'veneverheardoforseen,"
Boonie Moreno, festival cocoordinator, said.
Arts projects· are being
considered DOW so proposals
can be matched to contributors
of materials and money. Arts
in Celebration hopes to pay
participants

Gatsby's, Campus Shopping
Center - Corporate Humor,
9:30 p.m. to 1:30 a.m. Thursday. Howie~, I?.J. show, 3:30
to ? p.m. Friday. LOadoo
CaDiDg, 9:30 p.m. to 1:30 a.m.
Friday and Saturday. $2 cover.
.
•
Da BIooze, 9:30 p.m. to 1:30
Those interested· in par_
8.m. SUDday. WTAO Night, .9. ticipating also should send an
p.m. to 1:30 a.m. Monday.
example of their work. For
instance, musicians sbould
Hangar 9,511 S. minois Ave.- send a tape, visual artists a
The Beat Daddy's, 9:30 p.m. to slide or a photograph.
1:30 a.m. Thursday. The News Documentations need not be
Boys, 9:30 p.m. to 1:30 a.m. slick CII' expensively done, but
Friday and Satu.:day_· Greea simply provide the committee
'lnd Material Issue from
Chicago, 9:30 p.m. to 1:30 a.m.
SUDday. $1 eovet.

Pit's. 308 S. ffiinois Ave.Briaa Crufts, 9:30 p.m. to 1:30
a.m. Thursday. Da BIOOIIe,
9:30 tol:30a.m. Friday.

Prime Time Restaurant and
Lounge, Route 13 East -Gary
Jooes Band, 9 p.m. to 1:30 a.m.
Thursday through Saturday.
Oasis Dine and Disco,
Ramada Inn, Route 13 WestFriday Night Dance Party, 9
p.m. to midnight Friday.
WCIL Classic: Oldies Show, 9
p.m. to2a.m.Saturday.

8191orMorenoat~.

Proposal forms are
available from Arts in
Celebration, Carbondale
Community Arts IDe., 213 S.
D1inois Ave., carbondale, Dl.
62901, or by calling program
chairwoman Kris Sisulak at
45HIl91 or co-coordinator
Kathleen Sanjabi at 549-4486.

All The
Beer and Bowling
You Want

The lfideaway Lounge, 827
E. Main Sl- Da BIooze, 9:30
p.m. tol:30 a.m. Saturday.

Pinch Peuny Pub, 700 E.
Grand Ave. - The Perfect
CombiDatiea BaDd. 9 p.m. to 1
a.m. Thursday. Merey, 9 p.m.
to 1 a.ID. Saturday.

an idea of wha~ the person
does, Moreno said.
The festival will feature 40
booths, and artists are. encouraged to provide demooStratiODS. There also will be a
children's stage and a main
performance stage. Traveling
artists, such as jugglers,
mimes and clowns are expected to be part of the event.
Moreno said organizers also
hope artists will want to build
something at the park during
the weekend - some kind of
"iarger than life" work such
as a painting or sculpture that
adults and children could help
create.
Private and public spon·
sorships are being sought by
the festival finance committee. Those wanting to
donate money -or. material
sbould ·eall finance chairwoman Kassy Simonds at 457-
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q. BOWL.
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Welcome back students and staH

".'T OIT CAHill' WI1'II YO_TAII"_
Spring break and the beaches are just a cloud or two away

IUROPIANI'ANSPA
can help you ovoid that tourist look
and prepare your skin for th~ sun

300 E. Main, Carbondale
Suite J8, Hunter Building
529-37J3

VIDEO DANCE cwa
Presents Our World Famous

Ladies' Night
FREE
CHAMPAGNE
AND
ADMISSION
FOR TIlE IADIES
<orne dance to the

ThurSda~

1$6.00 Per perso_,C9
10pm-lam
"
tSltptiaH Sports CeJ1tu
Behind University Mall.Carbondale 529-3272

SPC FUUlS Presents.
~sthelJero

asncame..,
• me ca.e..s

\\ll't's rillbt; ...
tbehero!/

J5m.Came..,
IH."
-Nikon F2A'mlnt'
Maxxum7000
w50mm
-Minolta X·700
wS01.7
.Yashica FX3
w/case"mInt"
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Tonight -:&9pm

14'."

Frida)" 8&l.Opm
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Student Center
BallroolDD

13'.95

ANPMOREI

We Buv, Sell,.Trade
ana repair
204 W. l'reeman
Carbondale.. lL
529.2031
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Peace Corps to schedule
interviews, discuss benefits
Peace Corps representatives and classes.
from Chicago and SIU-C will
A film about the benefits and
present information about the difficulties of Peace Corps
program at various campus work will be shown in Student
locations Feb. 2 and 3.
Center activities rooms A and
Interviews will be held at the B at noon and 7 p.m. Feb. 3.
University Placement Center Tbe film features volunteers in
in Woody Hall on Feb. 11 and Niger, Nepal and Columbia
12.
speaking about life in the
The recruiters are interested program.
in juniors and seniors looking
Peace Corps pays as much
for jobs in international as 70 percent of recruits'
development whose studies National Student Loans. The
range from agriculture and program also offers language
liberal arts to health and training, a monthly paycheck
engineering.
to cover living expenses, free
An informatation booth will medical and dental coverage,
be set up in the Student Center 48 days of paid vacation and a
and talks will be given to clubs $4,800 readjustment allowance

upon compienon.
About 5,500 Peace Corps
volunteers currently are
working to help those faced
with inadequate health care
and education systems,
malnutrition and deforestation
in Africa, Asia, Latin and
South America, the Pacific
and the Caribbean. The
program· operates in 62
developing nations.
For more information and
an interview appointment,
contact John Eaton at the
Office of International
Agriculture, Room 117,
Agriculture Building, or call
536-7727.

/i
\1
Welcome Back
SIU Veterans
SIU Veterans Club Meeting
Thursday January ~1 ,8:30pm
Orient Room (near the Student Center Cafeteria)

Conservationists offer. job skills
For more than 30 years, the
Student
Conservation
Association has been offering
college students, recent
graduates and other adults the
op~rtunity to develop job
skills, gain work experience
and cultivate professional
contacts in the resource
management field.
Through the association's
.resource assistant program,
volunteers work independently
or assist conservation
professionals with tasks including wildlife surveys,

natural history interpretation,
backcountry or river patrols,
and biological or archeological
research.
The association is accepting
applications for more than 500
postions that will be offered
during the 1988 summer and
fall seasons in places including
Gates of the Arctic National
Park, Alaska; San Francisco
Bay National Wildlife Refuge,
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Replacements for '88
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Clinics.: Sun. Jan 24 6-9pm
Mon. Jan 25 6-9pm

Salak. Gifts and Mor.

~ Tues.

Jan 26 6-9pm
Sessions in the Arena
for more info call Kelly Paris 536-3393
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Back-to-School Specials:

Ger.-esls •

ALL
Winter Merchandise

Open M·Sun lOam-6pm

457-2875

Campus Shopping Center
Above Gatsby's
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$.19.99
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SIU Sweatshirts & Tee-Shirts
Tommy Hilfiger
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Puzzle answers
M

California; Phoenix District,
Bureau of Land Management,
Arizona; and Mt. BakerSnoqualmie National Forest,
Washington.
Anyone interested in participating or learning more
about Student Conservation
Association internships should
contact the association at 603826-5206 or 826-5741 or PO BOlt
55OC, Charlestown, N.H. 03603.

1

702 S. Illinois Ave.
Carbondale

• Camp Beverly Hills

•

•
_ _ _I

Organica'ly Grown

~

"')C)C
•

Spmtll ......

Ladles Happy Hoar
2 for 1

Fralt D••alrls
Strawberry
Pineapple

Peach
Coconut

SIU ARENA· PROMOTIONS PRESENTS

,

with special guest:

LIVE AT THE SIU ARENA
phone orders
accepted starting
Mon.

Jan. 25th

also.

Sunday Feb.21, 7:00 pm
Tickets $ 1.6 & $14 RESE~VED
Tickets on sale THIS SATURDAY!
Line cards distributed at 8 a.m.
Wheelchair tickets available Mon.,Jan. 25th
at the Special Events Ticket Office.

Tickets are available. at all SI.U Arena outlets on the first day of sale.

6~~

SIU Arena
618-453-5341 •
24 HOUR HOTLINE

Blood test could diagnose potential alcoholics
BOSTON (UPI) - Government scientists have
developed a simple blood test
to diagnose alcoholism that
may also offer a way to screen
~ple to see if they have
inherited a risk for becoming
an alcoholic, it was reported
Wednesday.

The test. which measures
two enzymes in the blood,

screening out employees
unfairly," o'Connor said.
Tabakoff and his colleagues
tested the blood of 95 alcobolics
and 33 non-alcoholics.
Although more research is
needed to confirm the findings,
the rest.archers calculated
that testing theer.zymes could
be used to correctly identify up

possible expianatiOllS for the

to 75 percent of alcobolics.

In addition. since the enzyme abnormality persisted in
the alcoholics for up to four
years after they stopped
drinking, the researchers
speculated the abDormality
may have been present before
they started driDkiDg.
Although there are otber

persistence of the ab-.
Dormality, CIIIe possible explanation is that it may be a
marker for an inherited
susceptibility far alcobolism or
may actually represent the
biological basis of akGbolism,
Tabakoff said.
It may be iDberent or

inherited, " Tabakoff said.
'''!bat leads us to believe these
~es may be useful for
finding those who may be
predisposed before they start
drinking."
More research is needed to
coofirm that theory, and those
studies are CUITeIlUy under
way, be said.

also could help researeh~

understand what makes some
people prone to becoming
dependent on alcohol and
possibly lead to improved
treatment. researchers said.
"It provides guideposts as to
what we should study," said
Boris Tabakoff, scientific
director of the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and
Aleobolism in Bethesda, Md.
Dr. Theodore Reich of the
Jewish Hospital of St. Louis
said the test holds "great
promise for the development
of convenient specific
laboratory measures of
alcohol abuse and dependence."
He added that "it is intriguing to speculate that the
abnormalities (detected by the
test) . are measures of the
underlying genetic susceptibility to alcoholism.
"The discovery of a direct
measure of susceptibility to
alcoholism would be a major
breakthrough in our efforts to
prevent the disorder and to
understand its pathophYSiology," said Reich
in an editorial accompanying a
report on the test in The New
England Journal of Medicine.
But Colleen O'Connor, a
spokeswoman for the
American Civil Liberties
Union. said the existence of
such a test raises eoncems
that it could be abused,
especially by employen wbo

might use it to discriminate
against employees.
"The ACLU would be
suspicious of a test because of
the implication of its use in

Embezzled
cookie dough
makes profit
GLOUCESTER, Va. (UPI)
A lawyer wrote a $1,000
check to a Brownie Scout troop
to cover the loss of their embezzled cookie funds, which
they had set aside for a
Christmas trip.
"I felt sorry for them having
to miss a trip at Christmas
time," said JOSEph Smith of
Newport News.
A Gloucester grand jury has
indicted the troop's former
leader, Julia Ford, on embezzlement charges, and her
husband, Stanley Ford. on
grand lareenycharges.
Julia Ford, who led the troop
from September 1986 unW
April, is scheduled to be tried
March 25. No trial date has
been set for Stanley Ford.
Cathy Goodman, who now
beads the troop, said the girls,
6 to 8 years old, had to give up
one trip and had expected to
cut back on handicraft
materials because of the
embezzlement of $857 in cookie
money.
The Brownies' story also
prompted Marlys Cunningham, a Silver Spring, Md.,
mother of a Brownie Scout, to
send a cheek for $15, Goodman
said:
Goodman said the money
will enable Troop 1049 to take
several outings and perform
community services.
"We can work on merit
badges now, go swim~ at
the fitness center, bowling and
spring activities, .. she said.
-
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TEXTBOOKS
ARTS

DRAFTING SUPPLIES

CALCUJ.ATORS
BACKPACKS
PAPERBACKS
STUDY LAMPS
RUBBER STAMPS
PAPERCLIPS
CLASS RINGS
SOUVENIRS
LEDGERS
STAPLERS
BINDERS
TAPE
PENS
INK
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OPEN TODAY. 8-8
I'RI8-II:S0 a

SATIG-S

II

.

•.

..Unlver'lly J
.,oOlillOre
'536·3321

STUDENT CENTER

Briefs

ACROSS

Today's
Puzzle

1 Road shoulder
5Fr.~

SHAWNEE GROUP, Sierra
Club will meet at 9 a.m.
Saturday at the Fitst National
Bank parking lot for an outing
to the Trail of Tears State
Park.

10 lcelandicpoem
caIIectIon
14 -

dII capo

15 Pungent bulb
16 Boor
17 Wnt.ful
activity

welcome.

AMERICAN MARKETING

Association will meet at 7
tonight inLaWSOll 231.
VETERANS CLUB will
meet at 8:30 tomgbt in the
Student Ceoter Orient Room.
All students with military

service welcome. The
executive committee will meet
at 7:30 p.m.

COMPUTING AFFAIRS will
offer "IntroductiOll to CYS" at
10 today in Communicatioos
9A. "Introduction to MUSIC"
will be at 2 today in Com·
municatioos 9A. To register,
call 453-4361, ext. 260.

Women's group
retains service

coquette

or

with

a

during tbe day
while they are OIl campus. If
tbe child becomes ill, or there
is an emergency situatioo, tbe
daycare or babysitter will

:'il~~ :::~!n.!:~iC:e

mother or father of the child.
For information, contact
Women's Services at 453-3655.
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33 Night sounds
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A Tasty Graek Deli

Delivered to Youl
Try Carbondale's finest GYROS sandwich.
The Greek gourmet sandwich made of
U.S. choice beef blended with Greek ~
garnished with tomatoes, onions. and
a 5OW' cream based sauce
served on a pita bread.
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66 NC college

7

The Women's Services will
continue its Emergency

daycare

Seour.

28-NaN.

..

Locator service this semester.
The program is desWled for
students wbo have cbildren in
ha~tter

21 Water motion
23 Celt
24
land
25 Wystan
Hugh -

.

Ladies dingo Boots

Puzzle answers
are on Page 8.

19 Pia, the
20 Fred • Adele

EQUL'IE SCIENCE Club
will meet at 7 tonight in
Agriculture 209. New members

2forl
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a.a

a .............
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......... Hotll_ 549-1233
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Final

Special University Offer!

I-FRii----Pic-kOne-UpTodayi----FiiE-

I
I

Stop by the Information Station
in the Student Center for a free Chicago Tribune
Sign up Thursday 1121 and Friday 1122 for

~

price CHI~'WUNE

$26.80

$16.80

7 Day Delivery

Daily Deli..-ry

$10.10
Sunday Deli..-ry

Coli 1·800·222·6611 for :... formotion
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'60s rock acts dominate
Rock and Roll Hall of Fame
NEW YORK <uP!) - Bob
Dylan, The BeatIes, The
Supremes, The Drifters and
The Beach Boys joined the
pantheon of legendal"} perfonners in the Rock and Roll
Hall of Fame Wednesday.
Woody Guthrie, Leadbelly
and Les Paul were among
others honored as early influences on rock 'n' roll, while
Motown Records Berry Gordy
Jr. joined the Hall's list of
music business giants.
The performers were being
honored at the third annual
black-tie dinner at the
Waldorf-Astoria HoteL
Presenters included Mick
Jagger, Keith Richards, Bruce
Springsteen, Little Richard,
Joan Baez, Chet Atkins, Billy
Joel and Elton John.
After the dinner, an all-star
jam session featuring inductees, presenters, and
guests was planned.

Last year's session saw
Springsteen, Richards, John
Fogerty and Sting joining Hall
of famers Chuck Berry. Bo
Diddley, Smokey Robinson,
B.B. King, Carl Perkins and
Roy Orbison play classics like
"Blue Suede Shoes," "Roll
Over Beethoven," "Going to a
Go-Go, " and "0, Pretty
Woman."
Potential inductees to the
tall are not eligible until 25
years after the release of their
first record, making the
selections a tribute to lasting
musical value more than
timeliness.
Dylan's protest songs were a
cornerstone of the '60s political
activism, but he went on to
produce a rich and varied body
of work ranging from hard
rock to country music.
His most famous songs include, "Blowin' in the Wind,"
"All I Really Want to Do," "It

~ Winncr(sChoiccr ~
~CLASSIC CAR CARE & LIMOUSINE 'a.(,iT
Wash & Wax S25.00
Complete Interior S29.95

Ain't Me Babe," "Mr. Tambourine Man," "Like a Rolling
Stone," "Lay Lady Lay," and
"Knockin' on Heaven's Door ...
Like Dylan, the Beatles were
inducted in the first year of
eligibility. The British quartel
exercised as profound an influence over 20th century
popular n.usic as ..my other
group or individual.
In only a few years, they
produced a monumental
recorded output that is .still
winning over new fans today.
The Supremes, a vocal trio
led by Diana Ross, virtually
defined the Motown sound with
a string of hits including
"Where Did Our Love Gv"
"Baby Love," "Stop in the
Name of Love," "Nothing but
Heartaches," "You Keep Me
Hanging On," "My World Is
Empty without You," and
"You Can't Hurry Love."

CaraOnIy
....11'1_1 c:ha ....
~
Offer.GoocIthru

-=- ___

v .... & Trucb ..I'"
_

1-25-U

CHlnfiHOOSE
LUNCH BUFFET

83.95
82.95

6 items
3items

Penn dresses down prowling suspect
MALIBU, Calif. (UPI) SE'an Penn, who plays a cop in
his next movie, took the law
into his hands Wednesday for
the second time this month
when he hit a suspected
prowler in the head with a
bottle of salad dressing,
sheriff's deputies said.
The hot-tempered actor, who
has had his share of problems
with police, was confronted by
five suspected prowlers
shc.rtly liter midnight,

"Penn told the deputies that
as he attempted to detain the
prowlers, suspect Richard
Barcelo, 20, of Chino Hills,
tried to punch him," Los

defend himself, grabbed the
handiest item and struck
Barcelo with a bottle of salad
dressing."
Barcelo suffered a superficial wound near his right ear,
then waited quietly for
deputies to arrive, Dinsmoor
said.

Angeles County sheriff's
Deputy Richard Dinsmoor
said.
"Penn, in an attempt to

When deputies arrived, they
found the actor and Madonna's
brother detaining the five
young men.

sheriff's deputies said.
While Penn, 'El, talked to the
:~th:~~~donna telephoned

ALL NIGHT

HAPPY HOUR
60 C Drafts '3.00 Pitchers
'1.05 Speedrails
2 FOR 1 WATERMELON
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G. Man of Mix Masters Inc.
519 South 1IljnOls Avenue
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This oft.. not volid with any
other discount or coupon.
Soles "'" charged where
opplicabl •. ott.r good at
porticipa1ing Rox R...touron"
only..

I
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I
I
I
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I Exp.1-30...
I
IL_.:...._·________
MARION CARBONDALE MT. VERNON
I
COUIlOtl ___________ -.J

International Auto

Now is the time to make
your choice. Because
every ArtCan'ed coUege

ring - from handsome
traditional to contemporary styles - is on sale
now! You 'U be impressed
with the fine ArtCaived
craftsmanship that's
backed by a fuU lifetime
Warranty. And you'U
appreciate the savings.
Don't miss out!

ADd the FollowiDg Specials

r-CompUterized-TUDe-up-l
I
I

I
I

7be Qualif)!
7be Craftsmanship.
7be Retl'(lrd JiJU Deserve.

I

Special
4 cyl
6 cyl
8 cYl

.

$29.99
$39.99
$49.99

(1ndude5 complete In5I)eCtiOn

I
I

I
II
I

~ __ .!'~~~ __ Exp. 1-31--------~-~

I
I

I

on Change It: Filter II
$9.99 (with complete tun~up) I

IL _________ -Exp. 1·31·---------- I.

PaiDt Jobs Start from $195 00
Thur. Jan. 21st thru Fri. Jan 22nd 10:00am-3:00pm Student Center
Date

Time

.: 1987 A,t<"arwNl Cia.. lin....
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Place
Deposit Required

~ _
19.WI ...;;.

free Pick-Up & Delivery
Hours: M-F 8-5 Sat. 9-3
457-5101
415 E. Jackson- Carbondale

Classified Directory

CAR80NOALE.NtCE

bedroom, \LARGf 2 BDRM hou$. norlh on Sol

l

.

to

V.,-y nic•• appllonces. frosh.wgfe ..

ElectronlU
P.tlondSupplaelo

GARDEN PARK ACRES APART·
MENTS. fumish.d 2 bdnn apartmen'. avollobl. Dec. 21 for Spring
semesterorlongttr.549-2835
'·29·88 ............... 15098086
LARGE r Of' 2 bdrm. furnished. air,

B~yc=lH

carpet.

Comera.

.57-6956 .... 549-6603.
2-8-811 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. '2668092
aOSE TO CAMPUS. Extra nlCfl 2. 3.
ond 4 bedroom.. Furnished. In·
sulated, no pats. 549-4808,
'·26-811 . .
. . . . . . .. . 06268083
FURN. 2 or 3
blad< from
armpus. Avallabl. Jan. I. $350 _
month. 681-4577
;.~~ . APAR1ME;"T: . ~:::

3 BEDROOM 140USE. clos.
S'U
So. S. Washington. furnished or
unfurnIshed. S39O. 529·153<1
2 801M HOUSE North on 5'appliances. trasn.
furnished.
lease and deposit requIred. S320 pet'
rr.Q'1th • .,,,Iet Drea. 529-2697.
M·BORD. 2 BDRMS. unfum .. refrll/'
"0.. ovoI/ ••rash pIckup. S265 mo.
Id...,' fOl' 3. 6lU-3343.
COU. :TJlY LIVING. 3 bdnn hom•.
new carpeling. ,..,."odeIH. gas
heal. cenlrol olr. 2 acres.
min.
from SIU. S450. Call 529·1218 or 549.
3<130.
CDALE. 2 BDRM. countty livIng. $175

furnishe"1'

aporfm&nf.

Close

~~~::_.~~~f$ r-~93-40~~r2BOJ53 ~~n;ShfHi

Auto
Porh.ond5.rv~C:.1

""....

lMotor,ycl81o

MoblleHomH

SporhngGootb

R«!'"eahanolv.hie""
Furnitur.
MU~Ic:ol

wi"

Hou~

MobileHomH

'0

Uuplelilift

Wanted to Renl
Iuto1n_ Io Prop.rty
Mobil. Horne loti
Help Wanted
Employment Want.c:l
$ervtc. . Offa.r.d
Wanted
Loot

19110 CAMARO Z·". AC. pb. po. AM·
fM sf. cass .• SJxxx. no rust. good
llres. .... arnd. Must sell. S45OO.
529·3201.
1·21-87 .
. . 0I2IAaII0

En.lH1otnment
AAnounc:""'-"1i
AuctionJondSo11H
YOf'd Sale Promotions.

""t~

Bu.,neu.Opportuni1 ....

"-

RHHn~.d

RfdesNeeded
Realhtot.

1981 HQNDACIVIC WAGON 4dr .. 5

ELECT/lIC

good arnd..
1·27-811 .............. 1I0lAa84
1973 VW SUPERBEETLE run. good.

METAL. VARIOUS SIZES. and eol""

sf"oo~:;O"';.9:~i.
S650. call 549·5860.

"res, .xc. condo must sell. S45OO.
451-6522.
......... 0828AaII0
1·21-87

1·25·&11 .............. 1569Aa82
1918 CUTlASS SUPllfME. good
arndlflon. no rvsf.
new
••hausl.SI450.Call549-6824.
2·3-811
........ 1571_
1912 /)()OGE COIfONET poat:

CONverTIBlE S50 SPIDEll '969. lias
rebuIlt engine.•000 mil... _
top
and tlnled windshield. I.aob and
runs good. S25OO. I ~·716O.
2·'-811 ..
.. 1032Aa17

311 - ..
O' . '457:
1·27-811 .............. '389AoI-4
1982 DODGE PICKUP half fan.
ltento air SI650080 457·2321
21
1'983·-811HQN·
CIVIC
5 $pd'..

/JOCAMAROZ2•• AC. pb. po.AM·FM

..... nd

~"i:54C::'

r.,rea;ty
'~;::;' ,::::::s~'~/5;:
~. .

Jloommoles

ster.o CQls. 5hfJal. no rust. good

T.,-.

oc

:'r;:'"

S4:zS

.~.

w:.~~;"390Aa84.

~

~~

afr, om~lm 5'w.o, ••c. cond.. l6
5
97
.. .. 158 'Aa84
1982 DATSUN 200$)(. 5 spd.. air. am.

~:se$3250.. 29-46

Sell your
textbooks
under our new
classification!

fm

arss. po. pb. 34 "'PSI. "xc. arnd..

f~~529.-469~..

.. .... 1580A084

li:i:':::··~:~:.~;~·f~;~.···~
::.~:r;u'::"~fs='S4

-Eo.yToU,e
-low Advertising Rates
eProfitable

~~um,·Tlilfs:A&;'·..!!"=
_
fires. _ ...es. 529.99 Gator
76.1501 WMoln. 529·23112.

Just call or drop by the

Daily Egyptian
between 8:00 a.m.
and 4:30 p.m.
Monday through
Friday.

536-3311

1631.

3·''''' .............. 1094Ab101

I::.

H_

Welcome to Carbondale'. Nicest
And Most Complete Facility

Call

2.1-811 ................ I08CAfl7
to< underpinning sidlnll and _.
(.klrl) mosl ma&lIe_ for $50 0<
$60.529.5505.
2.8-811 ................ 15S8Af92
CARPOIlT SALE. SAT. B O.m. GIanI
City II ckt
,.,
.GI nlCIty

Schoot Tu::."~ si:w"cMd-~Ioying
~¥

"=:;.. .·~do::.. re.:;::

457-8769
1·22-811

. 1393A181

~. .!,,~hed':-'::'::!':'~:
=:_~

rent. 457-4515 - 2-16-811 .............. 1370Ae98

1971 12><60. PAlIK A-.e. 2 bdnn.

:!Ii. ==--Ss~ .-I., -

The All New Line of Speed Qu_n
·Top Loading Washers (18Ibs.)

1·29-811 .............. 1391_

(25-30 Ibs.)

•.

~~f.',~N;:CfIP~PA,,~!!~::~. ::r~ ~~~;;;~:3:3Obedroom 5b'ad<.
nlshed. close 10 campus. SI20 mo.
549-0455 anytlm".
1·26·&11
... 13778083
LAIIGf 2 BDRM. qul'" orea. near
Carbondal.
cllnle.
Fur·
nl.I edunfurnlshed. $360 up. 549·
612.
2·2-811 . . . . . . . . . . . . 1565_
NICE NEW FURNISHED 2

from campus. no pels. 457·5923 or
6(14·3785.
, BDIIM WOODBURNING STOVf.
.unroom. Goss "'-'Y MIJrs. 529.
2620.
$MAU I BDRM on the GianI C.ty
bloclctop. Call 457-8155 ask to< Ph.,
Smlfh after 7p.m .. 457·8445.
I!OOIMiIATE WANTED FOIl nlo. 3

bel,.... 2 or 3

r::;'i}~'z::J;ir':;~.~8:Oblod<s :t.~. U'::;,~:; S~:, ~ :ct0::
'·27·&11 . . .. .........
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Student to get award
from St. Louis group

Honor Society
offers awards
The University's
chapter of the Honor
Society of Phi Kappa Phi
invites highly qualified
juniors and seniors to
apply for a scholarship
and a fellowship that will
be awarded in April.
One scholarship, inclu~ a cash award,
will be awarded 00 a
competitive basis to a
junior who has completed
a minimum of 70
semester-hours
of
coursework, including at
least two semesters of
full-time work at the
University .
may apply for
a fellowship, including a
cash award. Senior
applicants must rank in
the upper 5 percent of
their graduating class.
The deadline for
completed applications is
January 30. Interested
students should contact
Professor T. T. Dunagan,
Department
of
Physiology at 536-5513.

Engineering student
among top 5 in nation

•
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Limit 1 per order

7811 Carbondale

Ave. Mall

401 E. Walnut
Carbondale

11·--·2~~si~;i;-M"ldCMd~n.Fri.s
Butteirmlilk-Ills~~ult &

Medium 'epsl

11.99
giiiOii.f'ijir----with any box delivery or catering.
The St. Louis Electrical
Board will honor the winners
Feb. 9. Students from SW-C,
SIU-E, Washington University
and the University of Missouri
at Rolla and at Columbia will
each receive a plaque and $100.

Take a fun & relaxing
"break" at the Student
Center Recreation Area!
We are packed with
things to do!

Choose from Bowling. Billiards.
Bumper Pool. Table Soccer.
& Video Games

O

Free

Pick-Up or Delivery

Todd A. Tuthill of Tamaroa
has been chosen by SIU-C's
electrical engIneering
department to receive one of
five 1988 St. Louis Electrical
Board Student Awards.
The annual awards honor top
electrical engineering students
at SIU-C and four other
regional universities.
Tutbill, a 1984 graduate of
Du Quoin High School, bas
been named to the Dean's List
during six. of his eight
semesters at SIU-C. He is a
member of the engineering
hooorary fraternity Tau Beta
Pi, and the Golden Key
National Honor Society.
Tuthill worked as an intern
engineer last summer at the
McDonnell
Douglas
Astronautics Co. in St. Louis,
and plans a career in digital
electronics; .
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Poll indicates Americans
support right to abortion
WASHINGTON (UPI) - A
strong majority of Americans,
including some usually considered anti-abortion, support
the Supreme Court's 15-yearold decision, Roe v. Wade,
legalizing most abortions, the
National Abortion Rights
Action League said Wednesday.
The poll of registered voters,
described by NARAL officials
as the most comprehensive
survey on the emotional and
bitterly divisive issue, showed
that 56 percent to'Sl percent of
those surveyed support
"keeping it legal for women to
be able to have abortions when
they decide to have one."
An even larger group - 63
percent - said they oppose
passage of a constitutional
amendment that would again
make abortions illegal. A
constitutional amendment, the
key plank in the platform of
those opposing the Jan. 22,

1973, Supreme Court ruling,
was backed by 31 percent of
those polled.
The poll was released as
both sides in the bitter controversy geared up for a
variety of events to mark
Friday's anniversary of the
court decision.
Roman Catholic Cardinal
Joseph L. Bernardin oJf
Chicago, chairman of the
National Conference of
Catholic Bishops' Committee
for Pro-Life Activities, called
the 1973 ruling an error and
urged the mobilization of
public opinion against abortion
"in a year of political
ch')ices."
"Study and reflection by
legal scholars have helped
confirm that the court's action
was a misplaced legal interpretation that has opened
the door to other problematic
areas, rather than a legitimate
application of constitutional

The Best Hunan Szechwan &
Cuisines in the Carbondale Area.

~ftttftlft

issues, " Bernardin said.
According to the NARAL
poll of 1,200 registered voters,
conducted by Hickman-Maslin
Research, while many of those
who favor keeping abortion
legal also beieie it should be
made available only "under
c.-ertain circumstances," but
only 10 percent said it "should
not be allowed under any
circumstances. "
The opposition to a constitutional amendment is
strong in the very constituencies the anti-abortion
movement has traditionally
tapped, including conservatives, Southerners, selfidentified Republican voters,
Roman Catholics and
Protestant fundamentalists
~::;a~~~~~eOf~~ible is the
In addition, 47 percent of the
voters questioned said too
much attention is paid to
abortion.

Nuns face dismissal from order
for their opinions on abortion
WASHINGTON (UPI) The Roman Catholic Church
issued a "canonical warning"
that could lead to the expulsion
of two nuns from their
religious order for their views
on abortion, it was announced
Wednesday.
Sisters Barbara Ferraro and
Patricia Hussey, who work
with the homeless in
Charleston, W.Va., have been
under fire from the Vatican
and leaders of their religious
order, the Sisters of Notre
Notre Dame de Namur.
The two nuns joined nearly
100 other Catholics in signing
an abortion-related advertisement during the 1984
presidential campaign.
In a statement released in
Washington, the nuns said they
received the first canonical
warning of their dismissal in a
letter from the order's geneull
moderator, Sister Catherine
Hughes.

"As many of you know, our
leadership was directed to
seek our dismissal in
December 1984 by the Vatican
Congregation for Religious
and Secular Institutes if we
refused to retract our support
for the 'Catholic Statement on
Pluralism and Abortion' which
appeared in The New York
Times Oct. 7, 1984," the nuns
said.
Ferraro has been in the
order for 25 years and Hussey
for 20 years.
The letter from Hughes
demanded the two "refrain
from making any further
public statements which do not
fully convey your position so
that the possibility of such
statements being interpreted
as pro-abortion will be
minimized," and that they
"refrain from using language
which is abusive or
disrespectful of persons."
They wa-e also instructed to

consult with the order "before
making further public
statements on the subject of
abortion" until the order "has
developed a pc licy regarding
dissent."
Ferraro and Hussey have
refused to comply with the
demands.
"We believe the leadership's
use of the vow of obedience to
regulate a community
member's public response on
controversial issues will have
a negative effect on the burden
of conscience and moral
agency (action) of all members of the community," the
two sisters said.
Under

the
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Rosters Due;
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Basketball

4 pm. Thurs., Jan, 28. SRC room 158.
At tne captain', m. .ting. 4 pm .. Jan. 28.
Men·. Open/Men·, 6· and unc:te..1 Women'. Open/ Ca.ree Openl
Wheelchair Open. Competition open to all SIU-C students.
faculty .• taff and opauoes with SRC ....r pa" or 510
Intramural f ...
,.
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Hot Shot Contest

~;

East Gym. Student Recreation Center. Sal .• Jan. 23, noon.
Each participanl will shoal fram specified Spals around
~ ::::::~~t~ score as many points a. possibl. within the

mm.:

~: Sat .. Jan.23, noon at SRC Information Desk or East Gym.
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Men's. Women's a"d Wheelchair divisions. Jain u. for .......
sharpshooting competition befar. the Intramural ba.ketball
......", begins I Open to all
students. faculty. staff
and spouoes with SRC u....
or $3 Intramural ....

-~~~

Table Tennis
Entri•• Ou .. : Sin91 ••. Tu..... Jan.26. 10 pm. SRC Information Pe5k.
Doubl... · Tu ••.. Feb. 9.
..
..
Mixed Doubl •• · Tue•.. F.b.23. lOpm. SRe information O•• k.
$1 refundable forieit depo5it required. Me-n's. Women's divisions
jn sjngles and doubles. Novke. intermediate and advanced competition
at all 'ournurnents. CompetiftOn open to 011 SIU·C studen's. faculty,
,toff and spouses with SHe user pass or S3lntromural fee.
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Cardinals' McGee signs 3-year contract for $4.1 million
ST. LOUIS <UPI) - Center
fielder Willie McGee, the
National League's MVP in
lS85, said he has signed a
three-year contract with the
St. Louis Cardinals reportedly
worth $4.1 million.
The agreement makes
McGee the fifth member of the
Cardinals to earn $1 million or
more a year.

Shortstop Ozzie Smith,
catcher Tony Pena, pitcher
John Tudor and infielder Bob
Horner already have contracts
calling for them to earn $1
million this year, although
Horner needs to play in 125
games to reach thatfigure.
"This is a great feeling,"
McGee said Tuesday. "I
haven't said much over the

past, but I really wanted to be
there (St. Louis) for as many
years as I can, and hopefully
finish up there."
McGee, 29, played for
$750,000 during the 1987
season, when he drove in 105
runs and batted .285 for the
National League champiOns.
The contract reportedly
calls for McGee, who would

have been eligible for free
agency after this season, to
earn $1.2 million in base salary
in·I988, $1.4 million in 1989 and
$1.5 million in 1990.
The deal was worke<! out in
Los Angeles between Lou
Susman, a memb'!r of the
team's executive co:nmittee,
and Tom Reich, McGee's
agent. Reich also represents

Jack Clark, who earlier this
month turned down Susman's
last-minute offer to keep the
slugger with the Cardinals.
McGee signed a three-year
contract for $1.2 million after
the 1983 ~on. He earned
league MVP honors in 1985,
when he batted .353 with 82
RBI to lead the Cardinals to
theNationalLeaguepennant.

HAWKINS,

from Page 2 0 really made up my mind to
stay," Hawkins said.
"Everybody wanted to stick
together."
Albeck quickly installed an
NBA-type running offense to
put the fun back for the
players in the game that was
taken away by the probation.
At first, the team struggled
with the new system but began
to click by the end of the
season.
Ha wkins finished fifth in the
country in scoring with 'rl.2
ppg while leading Bradley to a
17-12 record.
"We really didn't know how
to play the running game,"
Hawkins said. "So we made a
lot of turnovers and a lot of
dumb mistakes. But after a
while we calmed down and got
on a roll by the end of the year.
I think it's carried over to this
year."
This season, Hawkins'
nation-leading 37.4 scoring
average is almost eight points
more than Lehigh's Daren
Queenan (30.4 ppg), who is
second. Hawkins' 52-percent
field-goal percentage makes
his scoring average even more
impresSive.
Hawkins needs 10 points
against SIU-C tonight to break
Mitchell Anderson's Bradley
career-scoring mark of 2,341
and become the fourth highest
scorer in Missouri Valley
history. Oscar Robertson tops
the list at 2973, followed &y
Larry Bird, 2850, and John
Sherman Williams, 2374.
Hawkins gives AlbWt credit
for improving his play.
"He's belped me a lot,"
Hawkins said. "Just having
him telling me makes a lot of
difference .... because be's
been to the NBA. You know
what he's saying is true ...
Hawkins' favorite team is
the Boston Celtics. While be
probably won't be drafted by
the Celtics, chances are he will
play in the Boston Garden next
season.

BREAK,

from Page 2 0 Jerry Tbomas (B.5 ppg, 3.3
rpg) and Trevor Trimpe (6.B
ppg, 4.5 rpg) start for the
Braves. Donald Powell (9.8
ppg, 5.7 rpg) plays both forward and center.
Saluki forward Randy House
(12.5 ppg, 5.1 rpg) bas
regained his sbooting touch
after suffering a slump during
break. Forward Rick Shipley
(B.7 ppg, 7.6 rpg) is fourth in
the Valley in rebounding. Dave
Busch, who scored eight ~ints
against Indiana State, will see
playing time behind center
Tim Richardson (6.5 ppg, 5.3

rpg).
Erik Griffin will miss the
second game in a row for the
Salukis because of a sore
wrist.
After Bradley, the Salukis
will travel to Normal to play
Illinois State. The Redbirds, in
Peoria, handed Bradley their
lone Valley loss, 85-74.
"When you go on the road in
the Valley, you hope to split,"
Middleton said. "1 figure if we
come back with a split on the
road, then we'll really be in
good shape."

TEXTBOOKS?
UBS i. TEXTBOOK
HEADQUARTERS for the b •• y
SIU etacl.at. T •• tbook. for
ALL of yoar SIU cl ••••• ar.
.vail.bl • • t oal' co.v.aieat
10catioD iD tbe SIU Stadeat
CeDtel'.

USED BOOKS?
UBS HAS THEMI Sbop earlv
for best selectioD, r • • • • ber
you save 25~ OD your books
_heD "ou buy them us.dl

WE'RE HERE
TO SERVE YOUI
w. work 10DSI aDd
bard clariDg tb. yeaI' to
• • k. eure all yoar t •• tbooke are
OD the ebelf _ben yoa come back to
scbool. Cbeck ae oat, _e bave .ore
books OD tbe shelf tban ever before
•. . spend yoar te.tbook dollars
_bere tbey _ill do YOU the most
good! Money spent at UBS goes back
iDtO tbe operatioD of yoar StadeDt
CeDter. So bay yoar t •• tbook.
at tbe University Bookstore, tbe best
place to shop for your te.tbooksl
Open Today, 8:00-8:00
Fri., 8:00-5:30" Sat., 10:00-3:00

•
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536-3321

STUDENT CENTER
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REDBIRDS, from Page 20-·
But Salukis' coach Cindy
Scott is not about to rely on the
so-called home-court edge
because sbe said Dlinois State
bas too many weapons.
''They play so well as a
unit," Scott said. "All their
people can hurt you."

WELLNESS

looking to make a larger
contribution is 5-foot... junior
guard Deanna Sanders, a
transfer from John A. Logan
College.

GROUPS &
WORKSHOPS

The Redbirds start 5-foot-l0
senior forward Susan
Wellman, who is averaging
17.3 points per game, and
LuAnn Robinson, a 5-foot-9
freshman guard scoring 12.4
ppg.
Sanders averages 4.7 ppg.
The rest of the Dlinois State She is 1().of-33 for 33.3 percent
lineup is 5-foot-7 junior guard from three-POint field-goal
Pam Tanner, 6-foot-2 range.
sophomore center Leslie
Ferrell, and 5-foot-9 senior
In other Gateway action
forward Amber Lindbeck.
tonight, it's Indiana State at
Char Govan, a 5-foot-l0 Eastern Illinois, Southwest
jUIJior forward averaging 11.9 Missouri at Western Illinois
ppg, and Cindy Kaufmann, a 6- and Wichita State at Bradley.
foot-o freshman and Illinois'
Ms. Basketball in 1987, are the
top reserves.
"They have great perimeter
shooters," Scott said of the
Dlinois State guards. "We've
got to play very intelligently
('".'
;)
against them because if you
make mistakes against this
ball club, they'll beat you."
The Salukis' game plan is to
establish an inside attack,
"·hen ,00 1Ifl.'tI (opie.; in a
taking advantage of an edge in
hurn~ (o~ to Ki ....o·... ,·.,u
height, Scott said.
Rd (iar. qualil, (opies and
Mary Berghuis, a 6-foot-2
fast. friendl~· ~·i(e.
senior centf'r averaging 11.7
ppg and 5-foot-ll senior forward Bridgett Bonds are the
Great caples. Great peapIe.
focus of the offense.
The guards are 5-foot-7
junior TOilda Seals and 5-foot...
sophomore Eileen Richardson.
Dana Fitzpatrick, a 5-foot...
junior, starts at forward after
recoverjng from a ~ sprain.
One player the Salukis are

TIME IS MONEY
KINKO'S IS (OPIES

IF NOT, YOU MUST DO SO BY AT LEAST

..

3:00PM. FRIDAY, JANUARY 22. 1988.
AppUcatioD. are • ..n.ble.t AcImi••lolUJ and
Recorda. Wood,. BalL Record. MCtloa.
AppUcatloaa
be filled ill _d the fee
__t be cleared b,. the Banar before It"
retanaed to-d-''''oa. and ~
Be ave the fee" cleared uul be.are the
form" retanaed to admIulODa _d recorda

-_t

b,.S:OOP.Ji..JI'RlDAY.JANUAltY22.1888.

NO APPLICATIONS wu,L BB ACCEPTED
Arl'ER'l'BEJANlJARY 22,·J9 81. DEADLINE
Apply IIDIEDIATELY-DoD't wait aaW
the deadllaeml

SIU MUG NIGHT

~

Intramurals
enacts new
game plan
By Greg Huber
Staff Writer

Recreation Center officials
have made a change in intramuralpolicy to cut down on

~~':'~rC:lorf~~rn~:~
Buddy Goldammer said the

HAVE YOU APPLIED FOR GRADUATION???

"Sanders is starting to play
with the ability and confidence
that we thought she was
capable of," Scoot said. "It has
~t taken time for her to get
mto the system we use. Sbe
feels better about her role,.
more familiar with the options
in our offense."

~(\

Salaki Women's BaskeibaD

"A Class Act"
TON.GHT

kinko's'

STUDENT APPRECIATION
NIGHT

549·0788

(SIU Students Free with 1.0.)

SIU
va.

_1I1I. . . . . . . . . . .II..........um

.ILLINOIS-··
STATE

Enlarging Paper
SIILEI
Ilford Galerie
8xlOx25 shu ,."
8xlOxlOO shu Z'."

7:35.Arena

Pal Brom

100 Cera...lc Mugs to ... given out!
50 to the flnt 50 adults or
SIU Studenb. PLUS
50 Drawn at _andoln.

It'.',

8xlOxlOO shu Zit."
llx14xlOO shu

new policy calls for a four-

game schedule, instead of five.
and teams not forfeiting a
match qualify for the playoffs,
regardless of records.
Under the old rule, teams
with .500 or better advanced to
the playoffs, regardless of

f~tsteam

forfeiting a game
must pay a $5 fee to finish the
season but can not advance to
the playoffs, regardless of its

204 W. Freeman
Carbondale, 1162901
529.2031
While supplies last

Spee 0 nso rts
t

~:e don't want to
discourage r.articipation but
we also don t want forfeits,"

=:::m:=W=.!s~~
and respect tow8rd other

Goldammer said. The new

P~~'~:::~~ural

\
presen
s ...

An
Evening
With

St an Icry ) ord an
,

February 10th, 8pm
at Shryock Auditorium
All seats '9, reser\v,ed

Sports

:!!tedthec=::.ttee
If a team knows it will be

:::::~~~n!!~~

by 3 p.m. 011 the day of the
match, Goldammer said.
There will be a $5 fee.
However, be said, the team
will not receive a penalty for
the first default if notification
is received in time.
A team member must notify
the intramural office in person, not by phone, Goldammer
said.
A second default will count
as one forfeit and disqualify
the team from the playoffs, be
said.
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GRADUATING SPRING I988?????

CENTER

" ... He is destined to turn the guitar world on
its ear." Fred Goodman, New York Post &/30/84
(his) amazing two handed technique ena~les
him to sound like three musicians playing ,t

I t •••

once." Phil DiMauro, Variety

Tickets on sale 8:00am Friday at the
Student Center Central Ticket Office

Presented by

\

\

'6d
f!!I_

U of I football team saved
from NCAA 'death penalty'
CHAMPAIGN <UPI) While the University of Dlinois The scx;alled "death
football team has lost its bead
coach and is again in the penalty, " enacted
NCAA doghouse, tbiDgs could Sept. 1, 1985, shut
be worse.
David
Berst,
the down the Southern
association's director of enforcement, said recruiting Methodist University
violations by the football football program ...
program could have led to the
NCAA's "death penalty" if the
infractions had occurred nine
"If that act had occurred
months later.
after Sept I, 19115, it would
The so-called "death have had a substantial
penalty,.' enactedSeptl,l9II5, bearing," Berst told the
shut down the Southern Chicago Sun-Times.
Methodist University foothall
program last year. But the
On Monday. Head Coach
Dlinois infractions, the most Mike White submitted his
serious being that a former resignation to Athletic
assistant coach allegedly paid Director Neale R. Stoner after
the hotel accommodations of a a university investigation
prospective athlete. came in unearthed five recruiting
January 19115.
violations.

Four - of the misdeeds involved the recruiting of Texas
prep Hart Lee Dykes. A fifth
involved a visitation violation
by White to the home of
Chicagoan Paul Gionet 8iter
Notre Dame released GIonet
for acedemic reasons.
Tbe more severe infractions
involving Dykes charge that
former assistant coach Rick
George, who now is recruiting
coordin8tlJl' at Colorado, paia
Dykes' hotel bill.
Tbe new wave of violations
occurred while Dlinois was in a
two-year probationary period
after being sanctioned by the
NCAA in the early 1980s.
"Our infractions occurred
during our probationary
period," Stoner said. "And any
violation while you're on
probation is serious. You have
to be more sensitive.

FLOOR, from Page 2 0 - - - A maple floor, depending OIl years with normal· main"We are trying to do
the thickness and quality of tenance. It was scheduled to be something with the new adwood, lasts seven to 10 years resealed again this summer dition to alleviate problems,"
before it needs resurfacing, and resanded in about two Haake said. Installing another
University Arcbitect Allen years, Dunn said. Tbe floor 20- to 24-ineh storm line might
Haake said. Tbe floor's life was sanded for the rll'St time help, be said, but eved that is
not the answer because water
expectancy is about 25 years if wben it was installed.
it is consistently maintained
backs~=city
it discharges
But even with the latest flood into
and annually resealed, be said. - damage,
lines. .
if everything goes
Haake said building a dike to
However, the present center well with the resurfacing protect
the low-lying area at
floor was damaged by flood- work, the floor could still last the northwest
side of the
waters immediately after it to within five years of· its center doesn't seem
feasible
was first installed in 1977 and original life expectancy. because of the amount
of
needed resanding before Haake said.
floodwaters.
_
BtulierJts used it,· Haake said.
The PhYSical Plant is _ Assistant center coordinator
"It <the flood) caused the floor· '.:eoordinating with contractors Brian Luk_1wI his answer to
to kI5e eight to 10 years in a in the fitness· center addition tbeflooding problems. urve
burry," be said.
_ project to determine bow to 'got my ~gs ready," be
said..
...
Tbe fioor has lasted about 10 deal with future flooding.

-e,.,Registeeior the Fall Semester

at Newman- -, " .

LOYOLA COURSES IN THEOLOGY

2 for 1 Amaretto Stone Sour
95¢ can Bud Light
~
~~

Special Beat Service
-- I

Billiards

Horsesho.~

529-9577

lVolleyball
-
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EMERGEHCY
Stock Reduction Sale

3 Days Only
Thursday-Saturday
- Some Items Discontinued
-Some Demos
- Priced to SeD "ut

"_.'!:
-oar Lou .. Y01II'GaIa
SPECIAL HOURS:
Thura

3-8

O· .
EutpteSboppIagCeater. Carbondale

KlNKO'S
PROFESSOR PUBLISHING
SAVES STUDENTS _
8ME AND MONEY

CONTROVERSIAL TEACHINGS OF JESUS,
Fr. Karban, on six Saturdays,
9:30am to 3:00pm (with breaks)
THE HISTORY OF SPIRITUALITY,
Fr. Edfors, Tuesdays, 7:30-9:30pm

Let Kinko's Professor Publishing help organil.e your
supplementary class materials this tenn.

kinko·s·

TWO CREDIT COURSES
Registration 55.00 and Tuition per course 540.00

Gr-.t CXIIIIIs. ~ people.

Classes start on January 23rd and 26th respedively

549·07 ••

for more information, visit or call

THE NEWMAN CENTER
715S. WASHINGTON IN CARBONDALE
Tel. 529-3311

ORIENT
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Daily Waitinc

LUNCH BUFFET
l)WootoDChi.,.
1) Ea Drop Soup

S],!oo-tiM

3) Fried Rice
('4~Suo)
+) Fried WODlODI
S)Chickea Winp wi
Sauce
6) Pork fJavor Rice Spqheui
7) Sweet '0' Sour Chicken
8) Beet &. Broccoli
.

0vMcr

r-SUPERDEAUORFOUR
I ~ 5:!. ..one egg ron cae.,.
I

penoD ·3 diahee from our

popular Dinner
I ·1 Fuji Volcano or Blue Typhoon

UlTRA-MAX®

OS

(auoea from University

.

mmlt

Week.

. ~Y9
LflDIES· "IUHT

BUY1 CET1 FREE!
INo_d_"""¥I

Buy a Fuji Volcano, Blue Typhoon
Qr one at our tropical drinks at

regular price and get the identical
p!l.n.ttgliLcoupon-____ - -

II Fuji
. Volcano
or

S4°°

II

~!!_!.!r.!!!?~~_~.!1l.~_...J
FREE
~~":ho~
Birthday
Drink

purcbale on your birthday

orO!c~l!:!::=r

P155/80R13
p165/80R13
P175/80R13
P185/75R14
P195n5R14
P205/75R14
P205n5R15
P225n5R15
P235n5R15

31.95
33.95
34.95
37.95
39.95
41.95
44.95
48.95
49.95

r~"'LijBE~oiL-$-'-295--'
I USED nRES'"

FILTER

: ~w $995P:;'~

=::::"

I

FRONT:ENlf.-'--89S-1
L______
____ALIGNMENT
. . ____________
I
== I
As

~

WRIGHT TIRE, MUFFLER
CARBONDAlE & A UTO ~ENTERMURPHy680RD
320!7~~1a
3t •
2112 ~ St.
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The Peace Corps may have an answer for You.

Twelve Months
from now,
Where in
the World

will You be?
B·t)tqtk;~!:j$i4t:t4-:-:g:t{'

Our Jobs. Your Future

John Eaton
Peace Corps Campus Representative
618-536-7727

PEACE CORPS
OFACIAL BUSINESS
PENALlY FOR PRIVATE USE $300
OMS No. 04zo.ooo7

111111

BUSINESS REPLY CARD
FIRST CLASS PERMIT NO. 13741
WASHINGTON. D.C.

John Eaton
Peace Corps Campus ReJ)resentative
618-536-7727

The Toughest Job
You'll Ever Love.

John Eaton
Southml Dlinois University
Ag Building Room *117
Office of Intr:maIiooal AgriculnR
CarboodaJ~ Dlinois 62901- 4418

NO POSTAGE
NECESSARY
IF MAILED
IN THE
UNITED STAlES

Twelve
months
from
now,
where in
the world
will

You be?

"•

Your first job after graduation should offer you more than just a paycheck. In science.
education, agriculture. forestry. home economics, industrial arts and other areas, Peace
Corps vl'lunteers are putting their degrees to work where it's needed most while gaining
the experience of a lifetime.
• Currently 34 graduate schools across the country reserve scholarships and
aSSistantships ior former Peace Corps members. Many graduate schools offer
academic credit for Peace Corps service.
• Quality werk experience recognized by employers.
• Non-competitive eligibility for U.S. Government jobs.
• Language skills.
• Postponement of educational loans.
• $4.200 completion-of-service allowance.
• Opportunity to travel and to experience new cultures.
For more information,contact your Peace Corps Campus Representative today.

Whlre will You be in 1988 •••

o Please send me more information
Name

$.TWlfl
I

Address
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ Zip _ __

I

I.!""
1011'113.1.511

UIIlIlIIl1l123

I'aanaaa
I.

Phone (_) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I

I

1 • 5 • r ••

Major _________ Minor _________
Expected graduation date _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Other skills/ experience
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Paaci Corps wanta to knorl.

Herrin to Bradley: Gimme a break
B'OneIlIl....
Staff Writer

The men's basketball team
will go toe-to-toe agaiDst the
Bradley Braves at 7:35 tomgbt
at Peoria's Carver An!Da..
The Braves average 97
poinls pel' game and beast both
the nation's top scorer and top

assistman.

"We're going to take the
break wbeu we have it," Sa1uki
CG8ch Rich Henin said. "'Tbe
problem is we're going to have
to control their break."
Bradley is 10-2 overall and 21 in the Missouri Valley. Coach
Stan AIbeck has molded the
Braves' offense into aD NBAstyle scoring machiDe that
fRstbreaks at every 0pportunity with the intent ~
wearing opponeols down.
""They're close to a Top 20
team," Henin said. "'They
have a lot ~ talenl They CaD
score. They're definitely a Top

Hawkins glad he braved Albeck
By One 1111....
SIaff Writer

Bradley guard Hersey Hawkins could just
as easily be leading the uatiCID in scoring as a
member~ the Villaaova W"1ldca1s.
Flash back to two years ago. Former CG8ch
Dick Versace Jelt Bradley's 32-3 team wbeu
the NCAA placed the school on probation fOl'
rules violatiCIDS. The Braves were banned
from. the NCAA tournament forcmeyear.
Former NBA CG8ch and Bradley aIumnus
Stan Albect was hired to regain the
program's respect. A1tbougb AIbeck ltd
impressive credentials, the players were

7JO team if they improve their
defense."
1be game will feature a
sbowdcnm ~ the IK>st pair of
guards in the Valley. Bradley's
Hersey Hawkins leads the

getting ready to transfer to another school.
"Hawkins was gone," A1beck said. "He
was going to Villanova. 1 was asked by the
administration to talk to him and 1 did.
Trevor Trimpe was going to Marquette. They
were pretty much splintering all over the
country."
After meeting Albeck, Hawkins and the
rest of the players decided to stay.
"'Knowing that he's been in the NBA and
knowing what he could do for our program
and for each player personally, that's what
See HAWKINS, Page 17

natioo in scoring with 37.4 ppg.
Point guard Anthony Manuel is
leading the country with 11.7
assisls pel' game while scoring
16.7 ppg. Together they aecouat for 56 percent of

Bradley's poinls. The Braves
could become the fU'St NCAA game.
Center Luke Jackson (6.8
team ever to bave both the
scoring and. assist leaders in ppg, 7.0 rpg) and forwards
the same season.
Herrin said a variety of See BREAK, Page 17

Women
tofaee
Redbirds

Raiders'
coach
•
resigns
LOS ANGELES (UPI)
Tom Flores, who guided the
Raiders to two Super Bowl
titles, retired as Los Angeles'
coach Wednesday amid
reports maverick team owner
AI Davis is considering hiring
. a bJack tofi1Jthe position.
Reports circulated before an

By Troy T8JIar
StaffWrillllr

miDois State and SJU.C each
bave won two Gateway CaDference cbampioDSbips iD
women's basketball, and at
7:35 tGaigbt at the Arena, they
meet again ill a fight for the
topspot.
Nearing the halfway mart ~
the Gateway seasm, JlliDois.

afternoon news conference
that Dennis GreeD, wide
receivers coach for the San
Francisco 4gers, would replace
Flores and become the first
black head coach in modern
NFL history. Green was bead
coach of Northwestern from
1981-85.

State, SIU-C, .EasterD
IIliDois and IadiaDa State are
tied for first with identical 6-1
league records.
""By the end ~ the weebod
we hope to have a clear idea ~
who will be emteDding and
who won't be," IIliDois State
CG8chJill HutebiDsOD said.
The Redbirds, wbicb capbn-"J Gateway titles in U83
and 19114, are 10-4 overall,
while the SaJukis, wiDDen ill
1986 and 1987, are 1&-5.
Wbea it comes to sbowdowas
betweeu the two. IIliDois State
bas a 36-15 series advantage
siDce 1962. The Redbirds bave
won 12 ~ the last 19, despite
~ four straight to the

HutebiDson apects a battIe.
. ling aut the importance
advaatage has
played this &eaSOD. "I tbiDIt it's •
very diffieult to wiD CID the
road in the Gateway right
DOW,I I HutebiDson said.
The SaJukis are 5-1 at the
Areoa this season and bave
only ClUe bome-cGurt Joss in 3Z
games. They defeated IIliDois
Slate 841 at Davies Gymnasium last year.

U of I spared
NCAA "death penalty'
-Page 19

~

S- REDBIRDS. PIIge ,.

by ....

s.lukI guerd Dana FJtzp.trIck practIcM
Wednesd8y afternoon at the ArwIL She wiD

Kulrin

start as forward tonight against the Illinois
S1Me Redbirds. Game time Is 7:35 p.m.

Ree Center decides to fix gym floor
By Greg Huber
SlaffWrilw

. Optimistic offlCials at the
Recreation Center have
shelved plans to replace the
center's main basketball Door
and. will wait until after spring
semester to sand and resurface the damaged floor.
Center Director J. Michael

Salukis will try to stop
Hawkins.
"We'll play different people
in different situations, but
we'll probably start in a zone,"
Herrin said.
The Salukis' "Dynamic
Duo," Steve Middleton and Kai
Nurnberger, will match up
against Hawkins and Manuel.
Middleton's 23.5 ppg average
is second in the Valley. Nurnberger, who was named c~
Player of the Week in the
VaIley, bas the fifth best
average at 17.1 ppg. The
backcourt combination bas
scored 50 percent of the
Salukis' poinls.
Bradley is out-reboundiDg
their opponenls by three each
game while the Salukis are
getting out-rebounded by two a

new

Dunn said the
DOW is to
""wait and see" if the floor CaD
withstand the saudiog aeeded.
torestoreil
'!'be Door, damaged during a
flood last JUIlf: 12. was partially repaired but still bas
minor "hoops and cups,"
wr..ich are warped areas and
curled edges.

Page 20, Daily Egyptian, Jammry '-1, 1988

A month after the June flood,
parts ~ the floor still eontained 16-percentmoisture.
Initial reports said the floor
could not be salvaged;
however, three subsequent
appraisals by different tU"JDS
iOdicate the floor can be
repaired, Dunn said. A bid is
out fOl' the job and. work is

expected to begin in May, he
added.
Sanding and resurfacing the
maple Door, plus repainting
the lines, is expected to cost
about $40,000, Dunn said. He
said replacing the floor would
cost roughly $120,000.
See FLOOR., Page 18

The Raiders said no
replacement would be named
Wednesday.
"I would hope the Raiders .
would have a new head coach
by the league meetings in
Phoenix in March, " Davis
said. "Other than that, I have
not given it much thought and
I'm not ready to discuss il"
Others being mentioned for
tbe position include Willie
Brown, defensive backfield
coach of the Raiders, and. Art
Shell, who coaches the offensive line. Both are black
and used to be star players
with the Raiders.
Davis has hired three
coaches in his tenure as owner
- John Rauch. John Madden
and Flores - each coming
from within the organization.
Flores, 51, will remain a
consultant with the team. The
club's 5-10 mark in 1987
marked the second straight
year the Raiders failed to go
above .500, the fU'St time that
bas happened since 1961-Q .
"Obviously, if we were in the
(playoff) hunt, 1 wouldn't be
bere," Flores said. "You have
to take the good with the bad.
"The timing is right fOl' me
to go about some other
challenges in life.

